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Abstract  

Background: Tumor-treating fields (TTFields) is an antimitotic treatment modality that 

interferes with glioblastoma cell division and organelle assembly by delivering low-intensity 

alternating electric fields to the tumor. A previous analysis from the pivotal EF-14 trial 

demonstrated a clear correlation between TTFields dose-density at the tumor bed and 

survival in patients treated with TTFields. This study tests the hypothesis that the antimitotic 

effects of TTFields result in measurable changes in the location and patterns of progression 

of newly diagnosed glioblastoma (nGBM) patients. 

Methods: MRI images of 428 nGBM patients that participated in the pivotal EF-14 trial were 

reviewed and the rates at which distant progression occurred in the TTFields treatment and 

control arm were compared. Realistic head models of 252 TTFields treated patients were 

created and TTFields intensity distributions were calculated using a Finite Elements Method. 

TTFields dose was calculated within regions of the tumor bed and normal brain and its 

relationship with progression determined.  

Results: Distant progression was frequently observed in the TTFields-treated arm, and 

distant lesions in the TTFields-treated arm appeared at larger distances from the primary 

lesion than in the control arm. Distant progression correlated with improved clinical 

outcome in the TTFields patients, with no such correlation observed in the controls. Areas of 

normal brain that remained normal were exposed to higher TTFields doses compared to 

normal brain that subsequently exhibited neoplastic progression. Additionally, the average 

dose to areas of enhancing tumor that returned to normal was significantly higher than in 

the areas of normal brain that progressed to enhancing tumor.  

Conclusions: There was a direct correlation between TTFields dose distribution and tumor 

response, confirming the therapeutic activity of TTFields and the rationale for optimizing 

                  



array placement to maximize TTFields dose in areas at highest risk of progression, as well as 

array layout adaptation after progression.  

 

Keywords: TTFields, Glioblastoma, Tumor progression, TTFields dose, MRI  

                  



Introduction: 

 Tumor Treating Fields (TTFields) are a cancer treatment modality that has shown 

efficacy in the treatment of glioblastoma (GBM) and mesothelioma and are being 

investigated in other solid tumors. TTFields are alternating electric fields with frequencies of 

100-500 kHz delivered via transducer arrays placed on the skin overlying the tumor. TTFields 

exert an anti-mitotic effect on dividing cells by interfering with the spindle apparatus.1-4 

Preclinical studies have shown that the inhibitory effects of TTFields depend upon the 

frequency and intensity of the fields, and the duration of exposure. To maximize the clinical 

efficacy, the frequency of the field is set specifically to maximize the effect on the primary 

tumor type (e.g., GBM at 200 kHz). The placement of the arrays is customized to maximize 

field intensity at the tumor bed.5,6 Device usage (fraction of time on treatment) is 

automatically monitored aiming to achieve over 75% compliance that is associated with 

improved clinical outcomes.7 

 In a randomized phase 3 trial (EF-14), prolongation of progression-free and overall 

survival of adjuvant treatment with TTFields was demonstrated in newly diagnosed GBM 

patients.8 A post-hoc simulations-bases analysis of phase III trial data suggested a positive 

correlation between TTFields dose at the tumor bed and overall survival.9 Here we 

investigate the patterns of progression of the EF-14 trial patients treated with TTFields 

versus controls and analyze whether these progression patterns are associated with 

differences in TTFields dose distribution.  

  

                  



Methods and materials:  

Data were collected from within the previously reported EF-14 trial (NCT00916409) 

that randomized 695 newly diagnosed GBM patients (2:1) after completion of 

chemoradiotherapy to TTFields plus adjuvant temozolomide (TMZ) chemotherapy or TMZ 

alone.8,10 All patients in the EF-14 trial provided written informed consent, and the study 

was approved by the institutional review boards or ethics committees of all participating 

centers.  

Patients in the EF-14 trial were randomized after the end of radiochemotherapy at a 

ratio of 2:1 to receive standard maintenance temozolomide chemotherapy (150-

200mg/m2/d for 5 days every 28 days for 6cycles) with or without the addition of TTFields. 

Tumor treating fields treatment (200-kHz) was to be initiated at least 4 weeks but not more 

than 7 weeks from the last day of radiotherapy. Maintenance temozolomide was delivered 

in 28-day cycles. TTFields were delivered through 4 transducer arrays with 9 insulated 

electrodes each placed on the shaved scalp and connected to a portable device set to 

generate 200-kHz electric fields within the brain (Optune, Novocure Inc).Transducer array 

layouts were determined using a TTFields mapping software system to optimize field 

intensity within the treated tumor (NovoTAL, Novocure Inc). 

Patient imaging data for the analysis of progression  

 Magnetic resonance images (MRI) were acquired at baseline (4-7 weeks post-

chemoradiation) and during follow-up every 2 months for the first 6 months, then every 3 

months. All images were reviewed by an independent panel of neuroradiologists. For the 

current study we analyzed data of 428 (62%) patients who had progressed during the trial 

observation period and for whom imaging was available at both baseline and progression. 

                  



Figure 1 is a flowchart describing the number of patients included in each of the analyses 

described below.  

Tumor segmentation 

The progression T1 contrast enhanced images (T1c) MRI as determined by the 

independent radiological panel were registered to the baseline T1c MRI using the SPM 12 

(2014) software package.11 Volumes of enhancing tumor at both baseline and progression 

were manually segmented using ITK-SNAP.12  

Progression Pattern Analysis of GBM patients treated with TTFields plus TMZ or TMZ alone 

 To test the hypothesis that progression patterns in patients treated with TTFields + 

TMZ differ from those in patients treated with TMZ alone, progression of enhancing tumor 

as contoured from the T1c MRI was classified as being either distant or local. There is no 

standard method for classifying progression as being distant, and a range of definitions for 

distant progression exist in the neuroimaging literature.13 In this study we analyzed 

progression patterns using two commonly used methods. For the first method, distant 

progression was defined as the appearance of a new lesion, not contiguous with all lesions 

visible at baseline.13 Local progression was defined as an increase in size of an existing 

lesion. For each patient the minimum distance from a primary lesion to any new lesions was 

measured.  The rates of occurrence of distant progressions in the TTFields plus TMZ group 

and TMZ alone group were calculated, as were the rates of occurrence of progression in the 

infratentorial brain (a distinct form of distant progression). Identification of distant 

progression was performed automatically. Therefore, to ensure robust  and consistent 

identification of distant progression whilst accounting for image resolution (~1 mm) and 

registration error (~1 mm), regions of progression were identified as being distant if the 

                  



distance between the enhancing edge of the new lesion and the enhancing edge of a lesion 

visible at baseline was greater than 3 mm.14 

For the second method, we compared the rates at which new lesions appear outside 

of the 20 mm boundary zone around the primary lesion in the TTFields plus TMZ and TMZ 

alone groups.  This analysis was performed since distant progression is often defined as 

appearance of a new lesion outside the clinical target volume (CTV) which encompasses the 

gross tumor volume (GTV) and a 20 mm margin around the tumor and resection cavity.13 

Comparisons between the TTFields plus TMZ and TMZ alone groups were performed as 

described in the statistical analysis section below.  

MGMT-methylation at the tumor is a known prognostic factor for GBM patients.15 It 

has also been demonstrated that MGMT-methylation influences progression patterns.16 

Therefore, comparisons between the rates at which distant progressions (new regions of 

contrast not contiguous to the primary lesion) occurred in MGMT-methylated and MGMT-

unmethylated patients were performed. Comparisons were performed for the entire EF-14 

study population and for the TTFields plus TMZ and TMZ alone groups.  

To test the hypothesis that the location of progression was associated with patient 

outcome, Kaplan-Meier curves were used to compare PFS and OS in patients that did and 

did not exhibit distant progression. This analysis was performed separately for each of the 

TTFields plus TMZ and the TMZ alone groups.  

Throughout the text, unless explicitly stated otherwise, distant progression refers to 

the appearance of a new lesion not contiguous to the primary lesion. We note that patients 

could exhibit both local and distant progression simultaneously.  

                  



Calculating TTFields dose and its effect on GBM progression  

 To test the hypothesis that progression patterns are associated with differences in 

TTFields dose distribution, we first selected patients from the TTFields plus TMZ group to 

ensure that changes in progression could be associated with a minimum duration of 

TTFields treatment. Therefore, only patients who were on treatment for more than two 

months were included in this analysis (n=30 of the 306 TTFields patients were treated for < 

2 months and were excluded from this portion of the study). Patients whose MRI quality 

was insufficient for model creation (N=24) were also excluded. Realistic computational head 

models of the remaining patients (N=252) were created from the T1c MRI scans at baseline 

and TTFields intensity distributions within their brains were calculated as previously 

described.17 To model delivery of TTFields, additional data were collected from the Optune™ 

device used to provide TTFields therapy during the EF-14 trial. These data included the 

patient’s average monthly device usage, and the average electrical current delivered to each 

patient as downloaded from the memory banks of their device. In addition, the transducer 

array layouts as documented in the patient’s clinical record was also collected. To clarify, 

prior to starting TTFields treatment, a treatment plan depicting how transducer arrays 

should be placed on the scalp was generated for each patient in the TTFields plus TMZ 

group. These treatment plans were used to optimize TTFields delivery for each patient, 

specific to their tumor location. For all patients, TTFields dose was calculated as the product 

of TTFields intensity: E (V/cm) squared tissue conductivity:   (Siemens/mand the average 

device usage: U (hours/day) during the first 6 months of therapy.9 

𝐷𝑜𝑠𝑒 =
1

2
𝜎𝐸2 × 𝑈 

 For each patient, an expansion margin was added to the baseline resection cavity 

plus any residual gross tumor to define a peri-tumoral brain zone (PBZ). To account for 

                  



inherent uncertainty in the calculations, we added 5 variable PBZ expansion margins (3, 5, 

10, 15, or 20 mm) and repeated the analysis for each volume to determine the sensitivity of 

the results. Four baseline-to-progression volumes were identified on T1c MRIs: (i) normal 

brain tissue within the PBZ that progressed to tumor tissue (norm to tumor); (ii) normal 

brain tissue within the PBZ that remained normal tissue (norm to norm), (iii) enhancing 

tumor that remained enhanced (tumor to tumor); and (iv) enhancing tumor that regressed 

to normal/necrotic tissue (tumor to norm). The average TTFields dose in each of these 

volumes was calculated and the average doses compared. The number of patients included 

in each analysis depended upon the number of patients exhibiting progression in the 

relevant volumes in their T1c MRIs. 

Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed using SAS 9.4. All analyses regarding the rate of 

occurrence of distant progressions were performed using chi-squared tests. The distances of 

new lesions from the primary lesions were analyzed using a Wilcoxon rank-sum test. The 

rates of occurrence of infratentorial progression (a special case of distant progression) were 

analyzed using a t-test. Overall survival (OS) and progression free survival (PFS) were 

calculated from time of randomization in the EF-14 trial – 4-7 weeks after the end of 

radiochemotherapy – to the OS or PFS event. The median OS and PFS for each progression 

pattern group were estimated from Kaplan-Meier curves; the P values of the differences in 

the curves were calculated using log-rank test. Hazard Ratios (HR) were calculated using a 

Cox proportional hazards model accounting for sex, age, KPS, country, and MGMT status. 

Comparisons between doses within regions of the PBZ were performed using t-tests.  

Results 

                  



Changes in tumor growth patterns 

 The demographics of patients included in this study were well balanced between the 

TTFields plus TMZ and TMZ alone groups included in the progression pattern analysis (Table 

1). These demographics did not differ substantially from the overall demographics of the EF-

14 study population.8  

Distant progressions, defined as new regions of contrast not contiguous to any 

primary lesions (1st method - the distance between the enhancing edge of the new lesion 

and the enhancing edge of a lesion visible at baseline was greater than 3 mm) were 

observed in 17% (21/122) of the TMZ alone group and 23% (71/306) of the TTFields plus 

TMZ treatment group (p=0.17), with no statistically significant difference between the 

groups. However, the median distance between primary and distant progressions was larger 

in the TTFields treatment arm than in the control (control: 14.2±14.4 mm, TTFields 

23.2±29.8 mm, p=0.03).  The rate at which distant lesions appeared outside the 20 mm 

margin surrounding the tumor and resection cavity (2nd method) was higher in the TTFields 

treatment arm than in the control (control: 8.2%, 10/122, TTFields: 17.3%, 53/306, p<0.02). 

In addition, infratentorial distant progressions were only observed in the TTFields treatment 

arm, with no cases in the control (control: 0%, 0/122, TTFields: 3.6%, 11/306, p<0.001).  

Analyzing all patients as a single group showed that distant progression (new lesions 

not contiguous to the primary lesion) was more common in patients with MGMT 

methylated tumors (MGMT methylated: 30% (35/117) vs. MGMT unmethylated: 17.5% 

(37/212), p=0.009). Distant progression for MGMT methylated tumors was also analyzed in 

each treatment group separately; for TTFields plus TMZ (MGMT methylated: 33% (28/85) vs. 

MGMT unmethylated: 21.5% (32/149), p=0.053), and for TMZ alone (MGMT methylated 

22% (7/32) vs. MGMT unmethylated: 8% (5/63), p=0.053). Comparison of distant 

                  



progression rates across subgroups revealed that MGMT unmethylated patients treated 

with TTFields plus TMZ were 13.5% more likely to exhibit distant progression compared to 

unmethylated patients in the TMZ alone group (chi square p-value=0.018). MGMT 

methylated patients treated with TTFields plus TMZ were 11% more likely to exhibit distant 

progression compared to methylated patients in the TMZ alone group (chi square p-

value=0.24).  

Patients that exhibited distant progression in the TTFields plus TMZ group had a 

significantly longer time to progression than patients in the same group that exhibited local 

progression (distant progression: n=71, 7.9 months, CI 6.1-10.8 months vs. local 

progression: n=235, 5.2 months, CI 4.4-5.9 months, HR=0.78 ,CI 0.59-1.03, p=0.012). The 

same analysis performed for patients in the TMZ alone group did not reveal differences in 

time to progression (distant progression: n=21, 3.8 months CI 2.2-4.0 months vs. local 

progression: n=101, 3.7 months, CI 2.1-9.5 months, HR=0.78, CI 0.46-1.36, p=0.26). There 

was a trend towards longer OS in TTFields-treated patients with distant progression 

compared to TTFields-treated patients that progressed locally (distant:  n=71, 23.9 months 

CI 18.6-30.1 months vs. local: n=235, 18.8 months, CI 15.7-20.9 months, HR=0.81, CI 0.59-

1.12, p=0.085). No such trend was observed within the TMZ alone group (distant 

progression: n=21, 11.3 months CI 8.9-18.6 months vs. local progression: n=101, 13.6-18.1 

months, HR=1.22, CI 0.70-2.17, p=0.66). HRs calculated using Cox proportional hazards 

models confirmed that within the TTFields plus TMZ treated group, distant progression was 

independently associated with prolonged PFS. Kaplan-Meier curves summarizing the results 

in this section are shown in Figure 2. 

                  



Effects of TTFields dose on progression 

 Figure 3 shows MRI images at baseline and at progression as well as the calculated 

dose distribution maps for three representative patients. The various regions of the tumor 

have been marked on the images, as have regions of progression or regression within a 

3mm PBZ around the primary tumor and resection cavity. In all patients shown in this figure, 

progression occurs in regions where the TTFields dose is relatively low, while regression 

occurs in regions where the dose is relatively high, supporting the hypothesis that 

progression patterns in TTFields patients is influenced by TTFields dose distribution. 

In patients treated with TTFields for more than two months, the average TTFields 

dose in areas of normal brain that remained normal (norm to norm) at the time of 

progression was significantly higher than the average TTFields dose in areas of normal brain 

that progressed to tumor (norm to tumor). This result held regardless of the PBZ expansion 

margin used for the analysis (Table 2). Further analysis shows at the average TTFields dose 

in areas of enhancing tumor that regressed to normal (tumor to norm) was significantly 

higher than the average in the volume of normal brain that progressed to enhancing tumor 

(norm to tumor) (N=197, 0.83 𝑚𝑊/c𝑚3 vs 0.71 𝑚𝑊/c𝑚3, p<0.001). TTFields dose was also 

higher in the areas of tumor that regressed (tumor to norm) than in regions of tumor that 

remained enhancing (tumor to tumor) but the difference in average dose was not 

statistically significant (N=183, 0.82 𝑚𝑊/c𝑚3 vs 0.8 𝑚𝑊/c𝑚3, p=0.09).  

Discussion  

Since the late 1930s it has been known that GBMs present macroscopically and 

infiltrate outward from the visible tumor microscopically in a diffuse manner, the extent of 

which is difficult to appreciate until progression occurs.18-20 Our results demonstrate a 

measurable effect of TTFields treatment on the pattern of tumor progression in newly 

                  



diagnosed GBM patients. Specifically, distant progression defined here as the appearance of 

a new lesion not contiguous to any existing lesion, is more common in patients treated with 

TTFields and TMZ when compared to adjuvant TMZ alone. In patients treated with TTFields, 

distant progression also correlates with improved clinical outcome. Our analysis 

demonstrated that areas of normal brain that remained normal with TTFields treatment 

received a higher dose of TTFields than areas of normal brain that progressed to visible 

tumor. This indicates that TTFields suppressed tumor growth in a dose-dependent manner.  

This analysis showed that distant progression outside the 20 mm margin surrounding 

the primary lesion and the resection cavity was more common in the TTFields plus TMZ 

group than in the TMZ alone group. Furthermore, the distance between the primary and 

distant lesions was larger in the TTFields plus TMZ group. These observations strengthen the 

hypothesis that TTFields alter GBM progression through inhibition of local tumor growth.  

When local control is effective, and patient survival extended, distant progression may 

become more frequent as enough time lapses for cancer cells to form a new mass from 

either a pre-existing distant microscopic nidus or through migration of tumor cells away 

from the primary tumor site. Indeed, increased number of distant failures including tumor 

dissemination to the posterior fossa and brain stem has been observed in patients with 

longer overall survival.21  

The rates of distant progression in patients reported in this study (8.2% of the TMZ 

alone group showed distant progression outside the 20 mm boundary zone) are comparable 

with rates of distant progression reported in other studies.  For instance, Chan et al. 

reported a 9% failure rate at the margin of the high dose region in patients treated with 

dose escalation of radiotherapy (RT) to 90 Gy.22 Paulson et al. also reported about 9% 

distant failure outside a 20 mm boundary zone in patients treated with RT concurrent with 

                  



TMZ.23 In their prospective study, the rate of distant failure did not depend on the 

expansion margins used to define the CTV. These studies suggest that in patients treated 

with RT+TMZ, the pattern of failure does not depend on the RT planning strategy. 

Interestingly, some studies have reported higher rates of distant progression in GBM 

patients treated with RT+TMZ. For instance, Gebhardt et al. reported distant progression in 

28% of the cohort they analyzed.24 Brandes et al. reported a similar rate of distant 

progression in the patient cohort they analyzed.25 The higher rates of distant progression 

reported in these studies could in part be due to methodological differences in how distant 

progression was defined. Whereas we counted new lesions entirely outside of a 20 mm 

boundary zone for this analysis, Gebhardt et al. and Brandes et al. defined distant 

progression as progression for which at least 80% of the volume appears outside of the 95% 

isodose surface.24,25 

The results of this study show a connection between TTFields dose distribution and 

tumor progression and response in patients treated with TTFields for more than two 

months. Within this patient group, the average dose in regions of progression was 

significantly lower than in regions where regression or no radiological change were 

observed. Patients on treatment for less than two months were excluded from this study 

due to the assumption that such a short duration of treatment is not likely to elicit an effect 

on tumor progression. This assumption was supported by observations that response to 

TTFields is often preceded by tumor growth during the first two months of treatment.26 

 TTFields may improve tumor control and patient outcome because of its 

regional rather than strictly local distribution.  TTFields distribute throughout large regions 

of the brain in a heterogeneous manner.5,27 Consequently, TTFields are directed towards 

regions of brain that include not only the tumor bed, but also the adjacent brain tissue 

                  



containing infiltrating tumor cells.  Therefore, TTFields represent a spatial complement to 

radiation, addressing both microscopic neoplastic infiltration into surrounding normal-

appearing brain tissue28 as well as local disease and potentially also tumor initiating cells. 

TTFields can be used effectively to address larger volumes, as they have a low toxicity 

profile, with no known effect on the normal brain. This is in contrast to increasing doses of 

radiation (e.g., >60Gy) that lead to risk of radiation necrosis.  

 There are some limitations to our analyses: Primarily, this analysis is an unplanned 

retrospective analysis of patients in the EF-14 trial that exhibited radiographic progression. 

At the time of database closure only 60% of patients had progressed, thus limiting the 

sample size. However, the demographics of the groups compared in this study remain well-

balanced (Table 1).  

A second limitation to this study is that distant progression was only observed in a 

small number of patients treated with RT+TMZ followed by TMZ adjuvant treatment (the 

TMZ alone group in the EF-14 trial) which results in a large level statistical uncertainty when 

determining the rate of distant progression within this group. However, as discussed above, 

other studies have reported similar rates of distant progression in GBM patients treated 

with RT+TMZ, lending support to the validity of the rates measured in this study. Despite 

the small numbers, our analysis shows that the rates of distant progression in the TMZ alone 

and TTFields plus TMZ groups of this study are statistically significant, further supporting the 

claim that adding TTFields to treatment alters the pattern of GBM progression. 

Finally, in this study we investigated progression patterns by contouring enhancing 

tumor identified on T1c MRIs at baseline (after end of chemoradiotherapy) and at 

progression, and thus did not utilize all available imaging data in the analysis. Utilization of 

all available imaging data including T2 and FLAIR images as well as inclusion of additional 

                  



time-points into the analysis would enable a more refined distinction between different 

regions of the tumor. It would also potentially enable finer distinction between progression 

and pseudo-progression when classifying regions of enhancement in close proximity to the 

primary lesion. Notably, it would also enable a dynamic description of how the tumors 

progress over time and how TTFields influence various regions of the tumor including 

regions of non-enhancing tumor and surrounding edema. Performing such an analysis 

utilizing “human MRI readers” is possible. However, since the task is labor intensive it would 

require multiple readers. The use of multiple readers in itself may introduce inter-reader 

variability into the analysis. Hence, a more practical and methodological approach to 

performing such a study may be to utilize substantial computing power, in conjunction with 

sophisticated standardized imaging algorithms.  

The results of our analysis show that the addition of TTFields to adjuvant TMZ 

changes the progression pattern of GBM, and demonstrates a direct correlation between 

TTFields dose distribution and tumor progression. These results confirm the therapeutic 

activity of TTFields in a dose dependent manner. Optimizing array placement to maximize 

TTFields dose in areas at highest risk of progression as well as adapting array layout after 

tumor progression is a viable and important strategy to optimize outcomes for GBM 

patients.  
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Figure 1: EF-14 Patient MRI Data Flow for Progression Analysis   

 

Figure 2: Kaplan Meier curves showing OS and PFS when splitting the patient population 

according to progression type (a) PFS of TTFields plus TMZ treated patient, (b) PFS of TMZ 

alone patients, (c) OS of TTFields plus TMZ treated patient, (d) OS of TMZ alone patients.  

 

Figure 3: Representative TTFields distribution dose maps 

(a) Patient with both regression and local progression: (i) Baseline MRI. (ii) Baseline MRI 

with segmented baseline volumes: GTV (red), and 3mm PBZ around baseline tumor (yellow). 

(iii) Progression MRI. (iv) Progression MRI with segmented volumes: tumor to tumor (red), 

necrotic core (cyan), tumor to norm (green), and norm to norm (yellow). (v) TTFields dose 

density map with volumes contours overlaid. 

(b) Patient exhibited distant progression (marked with a white circle in the axial slice) and 

local regression: (i+ii) Baseline MRI. (iii) Baseline MRI with segmented baseline volumes: 

GTV (red), necrotic core (cyan), and 3mm PBZ around baseline tumor (yellow). (iv+v) 

Progression MRI. (vi) Progression MRI with segmented volumes: tumor to tumor (red), 

necrotic core (cyan), norm to norm (yellow), and tumor to norm (green). (vii) TTFields dose 

density map with volumes contours overlaid. 

(c) Patient with infra-tentorial progression: (i) Baseline MRI. (ii) Baseline MRI with 

segmented baseline volumes: GTV (red), resection cavity (cyan), and 3mm PBZ around 

baseline tumor (yellow). (iii) Progression MRI. (iv) Progression MRI with segmented 

volumes: tumor to norm (green), norm to norm (yellow), normal to tumor (red), and 

necrotic core (cyan). (v) TTFields dose density map with volumes contours overlaid. 

  

                  



Table 1: Patient Demographics for tumor progression analysis 

Characteristics 

TTFields plus TMZ 

(N=306) 

TMZ alone 

(N=122) p-Value
1
 

Age (Years)    

   N   306   122  

   Median (range)    56.0 (19-83)    57.5 (22-78)  

Sex, No. (%)    

   Male   209 (68.3%)    87 (71.3%) 0.543 

   Female    97 (31.7%)    35 (28.7%)  

Region, No. (%)    

   United States   145 (47.4%)    55 (45.1%) 0.666 

   Rest of world   161 (52.6%)    67 (54.9%)  

Extent of Resection, No. (%)    

   Biopsy    41 (13.4%)    16 (13.1%) 0.952 

   Partial Resection    98 (32.0%)    41 (33.6%)  

   Gross Total Resection   167 (54.6%)    65 (53.3%)  

MGMT Tissue available and tested, No. (%)   257 (84.0%)   106 (86.9%)  

   Methylated    85 (33.1%)    32 (30.2%) 0.825 

   Unmethylated   149 (58.0%)    63 (59.4%)  

   Invalid    23 (8.9%)    11 (10.4%)  

Tumor Position, No. (%)    

   Corpus Callosum    21 (6.9%)     6 (4.9%) 0.342 

   Frontal Lobe   128 (41.8%)    42 (34.4%)  

   Occipital Lobe    33 (10.8%)    17 (13.9%)  

   Parietal Lobe    88 (28.8%)    49 (40.2%)  

   Temporal Lobe   130 (42.5%)    54 (44.3%)  

   Missing     2 (0.7%)     1 (0.8%)  

Tumor Location, No. (%)    

   Left   139 (45.4%)    53 (43.4%) 0.800 

   Right   165 (53.9%)    67 (54.9%)  

   Both     2 (0.7%)     2 (1.6%)  

   Corpus Callosum    12 (3.9%)     5 (4.1%)  

Completed radiation therapy, No. (%)    

   <57 Gy    14 (4.6%)     6 (4.9%) 0.837 

   60 Gy (standard; ±5%)   280 (91.5%)   111 (91.0%)  

   >63 Gy    11 (3.6%)     3 (2.5%)  

Concomitant temozolomide use, No. (%)    

                  



Characteristics 

TTFields plus TMZ 

(N=306) 

TMZ alone 

(N=122) p-Value
1
 

   Yes   287 (93.8%)   115 (94.3%) 0.854 

   Unknown    19 (6.2%)     7 (5.7%)  

Karnofsky Performance Score    

   Median (range)    90 (60-100)    90 (70-100)  

1 
Chi-squared test for percentage values and T test for means values 

 

 
Table 2: TTFields Dose to brain volumes within the PBZ expansion margins 

PBZ 

Expansion 

margin (mm) 

Number of 

patients 

𝑎𝑣𝑔 TTFields Dose in 

norm to norm 

(𝑚𝑊/c𝑚3) 

𝑎𝑣𝑔 TTFields Dose in 

norm to tumor 

(𝑚𝑊/c𝑚3) 

Difference 

(𝑚𝑊/ c𝑚3) 

p-value 

t-test 

3 233 0.792 0.731 0.061  <0.001 

5 233 0.783 0.732 0.051 <0.001 

10 239 0.779 0.734 0.044 0.001 

15 240 0.77 0.73 0.041 0.003 

20 243 0.765 0.726 0.039 0.005 

 

 

  

                  



 

Figure 1: EF-14 Patient MRI Data Flow for Progression Analysis   

  

TMZ  (control) 

n=229

EF-14 Study Population

N=695

306 TTFields + TMZ with radiological 

progression: 
85 MGMT methylated
149 MGMT unmethylated
72 MGMT invalid/unknown 

122 TMZ with radiological progression: 

32 MGMT methylated
63 MGMT unmethylated
27 MGMT invalid/unknown 

160 Excluded due to 
lack of radiological 

progression

107 Excluded due to 
lack of radiological 

progression

EF-14 Patients with Distant Tumor Progression – Progression Pattern Analysis 

N=428

TTFields + TMZ patients with radiological progression used for 

computational models
243 TTFields patients with progression in the PBZ margin of 20mm
197 TTFields patients with both progression and regression 

183 TTFields patients with both residual tumor and progression  

TTFields + TMZ 

n=466 

54 Excluded
30 treated with TTFields for < 2 months
24 MRI image quality insufficient  for model creation 

Effects of TTFields Dose on Progression Analysis

N=252

                  



 

 

Figure 2: Kaplan Meier curves showing OS and PFS when splitting the patient population according 

to progression type (a) PFS of TTFields plus TMZ treated patient, (b) PFS of TMZ alone patients, (c) 

OS of TTFields plus TMZ treated patient, (d) OS of TMZ alone patients.  

  

(a) TTFields Progression free survival (b) Control Progression free survival 

(c) TTFields Overall survival (d) Control Overall survival 

                  



Figure 3: Representative TTFields distribution dose maps 

 

(a) Patient with both regression and local progression: (i) Baseline MRI. (ii) Baseline MRI with segmented 

baseline volumes: GTV (red), and 3mm PBZ around baseline tumor (yellow). (iii) Progression MRI. (iv) 

Progression MRI with segmented volumes: tumor to tumor (red), necrotic core (cyan), tumor to norm (green), 

and norm to norm (yellow). (v) TTFields dose density map with volumes contours overlaid. 

 

(b) Patient exhibited distant progression (marked with a white circle in the axial slice) and local regression: 

(i+ii) Baseline MRI. (iii) Baseline MRI with segmented baseline volumes: GTV (red), necrotic core (cyan), and 

3mm PBZ around baseline tumor (yellow). (iv+v) Progression MRI. (vi) Progression MRI with segmented 

volumes: tumor to tumor (red), necrotic core (cyan), norm to norm (yellow), and tumor to norm (green). (vii) 

TTFields dose density map with volumes contours overlaid. 

                  



 

(c) Patient with infra-tentorial progression: (i) Baseline MRI. (ii) Baseline MRI with segmented baseline 

volumes: GTV (red), resection cavity (cyan), and 3mm PBZ around baseline tumor (yellow). (iii) Progression 

MRI. (iv) Progression MRI with segmented volumes: tumor to norm (green), norm to norm (yellow), normal to 

tumor (red), and necrotic core (cyan). (v) TTFields dose density map with volumes contours overlaid. 

 

 

 

                  


